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Annual Inventory Reveals
$5,000 in Lost Equipment
By David Gomez
The University of New Mexico
chemi:;try department is missing
nearly $5,000 worth of equipment
and liquid nitrogen, but a depart·
ment employee thinks some of it was
"borrowed."
Reported missing to UNM police
on Sept. 5 were an electrolysis
apparatus valued at $2,200, a
$2,000 Perk and Elmer printer/plotter, and a 160-Iiter tank of liquid
nitrogen worth $825.
Chemistry storeroom SupeiVisor
Carl Hilton said that although the
University police were treating the
incident as a theft, he thinks the electrolysis apparatus and the liquid nitrogen ''Were borrowedby an honest
person who took the equipment
without telling anybody.''
l<athy Gonzalez
Hilton said the printer/ploUer was
Leonard Ortiz, storekeeper in charge of the Chemistry 253 laboratory, stands with an elec· of a type that could be attatched to a
trolysis machine designed by the Eberbach Corporation which is similar to one recently home computet with some modification. The electrolysis apparatus
discovered missing during the chemistry department's annualinventory.
and the liquid nitrogen have no com-

Farer Attacks Athletic Dept., LegislattJre
By Ben Neary
University of New Mexico President Tom Farer told the Faculty Senate Tuesday the athletic department
will stay within its budget, and that
UNM is preparing for the regular
session of the Legislature in
January.
In his state of the University
address, Farer described the athletic
department as, "that vast sump .into
which a certain portion of our re·
sources seems to disappear.
"In no way should the athletic
department, nor will we allow the
athletic department, to siphon. off
financial reseiVes from the academic
portion of this University," Farer
said.
Farer placed Athletic Director

John Bridgers on probation and put
his. department into receivership
Aug. 20 after Bridgers exceeded his
. budget by about $800,000.
"I personally like and support
collegiate athletics," Farer con·
tinued, •'but the question is whether
the athletic department can achieve a
satisfactory level of competition
within current levels of funding.'·
Farer said he wants the state
Legislature to make UNM more
financially competitive. ''I set up a
sub-cabinet group to prepare for
effective legislation about a month
ago,'' he·said.
"One of the things we're going to
be lobbying for is the authority for
the University to issue short-tenn
financial notes," Farer said. "The

conservative coalition has always
been insisting that we begin to run
the University more like a small
business enterprise, but then they
deny us the means to do so."
Farer also plans to lean on the
Legislature to kill a state law that
prohibits paying retirement benefits
to University professors who want to
teach part-time after they retire.
"l have been meeting legislators
around the state,'' Farer said. ''My
sense is that the legislators, although
they don't know a great deal about
higher education, are impressed
with the efforts we are making.' •
One of Farer' s efforts this semester is to phase out some remedial
courses on campus. "We are experimenting with a program where-

by up to 200 UNM students will go
to T-VI (Albuquerque's Technical
Vocational Institute) and take Math
100,'' Farer said.
"This program came out of my
awareness of what this course was,''
Farer said. "As it was described to
me by David, (Math Chairman
David Sanchez) it's essentially
junior-high level mathematics. But
nonetheless, about 35 percent of our
students fail it. That's not very impressive. "
Farer said he wants to make
UNM, "a fine state university. I
think that can be done within the
resources of this state. The day I
decide it can't be done, that's the day
you'll be looking for a new president."

mon applications, he said.
"It's here for the kids," said Hilton. "How are we supposed to give
someone an education without
equipment? They're of no use to
anybody except in research."
Hilton said the print9r/plotter and
the electrolysis apparatus were
stored in a first-floor teaching lab
over the summer. The liquid nitrogen was on a dolley required to
move the 500-pound tank.
Hilton said the University goes
through 6,000 liters of the supercold liquid nitrogen in nine days.
The liquified gas is useful in a number of applications from removal of
warts to a coolant for microchip
manufactur_e. The electrolysis
apparatus is used to separate precious metals from sludge and could
be used by a miner ot jeweler.
The items were discovered missing during the department's annual
inventory taken earlier this month
and could have been taken anytime
since Jast April, said Hilton.
He said teacli'ing assistants rather
than storeroom personnel were responsible for seeing that the
teaching Jabs were maintained.
The chemistry department had
been the target of theft in previous
years, said Hilton, when color television sets and small, accurate, tri·
pie-beam balances were removed
from the building.
An electronic alann system has
been installed since then. Hilton said
all computers, word processors and
the storeroom were wired to the
system.
Hilton said there had not been a
major theft at the department in the
past two years.
He added the department. would
gladly take the equipment back with
no questions asked.

Forgotten Scholars

North Campus Students
Isolated from Activities
By Roxie Weger·Thomas
Students on the University of
New Mexico's North Campus sometimes joke about seceding from the
main campus, alld although intended to be humorous, the statement does allude to a feeling of
separation experienced by many of
them.
North Campus is part of UNM,
but many consider it only as the area
where the hospital is located. It bor·
ders the University area north of
Lomas Boulevard. which encompas·
ses - among other programs UNM's health sciences and the Jaw
school.
About l, 175 of UNM's 24,000plus students are enrolled in programs there, but North Campus stu•
dents say they often feel fotgotton
and ·separated from the rest of the
University.
"Because we're physically re·
moved from the main campus, it's
hard to feel a part of it,'' said Katell
Maletta, a senior nursing student.
Maletta gets a taste of both worlds
spending her time between the nurs·
ing school on the North Campus and

the Skills Center in Zimmennan
Library on the Central Campus,
where she Works as an office mana·
ger. She said she enjoys the more
relaxed atmosphere of the Central
Campus.
.
Returning for second degrees,
many North Campus students have
the outside responsibilities of family
and work. The study is intense and
the competition is high, Most students spend the entire day in class,
clinical practice or studying.
Dave Graeber, Greg Koury and
Patrick Brighten are first•year
medical students. Having moved
this semester to full-time North
Campus schedules, the differences
between the two campuses are appa•
rent to them.
''The students here are mo.re dis·
ciplined and serious,'' Graeber said.
"There are a lot of graduates and
more professionals."
All three contend North Campus
has its advantages~ it's more private, there are fewer students, and
students are noticed more by instructors. However, they said they miss

continued on page 3

Many olthe 1, t1S students entolled in programs at North Campus feel isolated from Central
Campus, and the actiVities and events that occur there•.The recent approval by the UNM
Board of Regents of a North Campus student union may help alleviate the problem.
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continued from pztge 1
the many and varied activities, and
the University feeling emitted from
the mass of people .on Central
Campus.
·
Tight schedules prevent many
North Campus students from participating in Ccntr&l Campus activities,
nevertheless most have to travel to
Central Campus to utilize student
services, such as financial aid, registration, work-study, testing divi·
sions, the Student Health Center and
th.e SUB.
The lack of a student union is a
major complaint from North Campus students; the only similar place
for them to congregate is a cafeteria,
comparable in size to a mediumsized classroom. However, the
UNM Board of Regents last week
approved the addition of a North
Campus student union under a fiveyear capital outlay plan.

Search Continues For Human Eyes

All Engineering

&
Science Majors
H.E.O. (Hispanic Engineering Organization) has
scheduled its first meeting on

Wed., Sept 11.

7:00p.m.
Geology Rm. 122
(Northrop Hall)
The sponsoring organization for these meetings is HEO but
all engineering and science majors are encouraged to attend.
This first meeting is to get acquainted and to discuss the 1985
Career Fair.

FREE PIZZA
&POP
,

North Campus----

1fHeRe~_O_rt

Our Jewish

_________
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EL PASO, Texas- Police were
still searching today for a pair of
human eyes from one of the victims
of the suspected "Night Stalker"
that may have been mailed to relatives in Texas, authorities said,
Bill Moody, first assistant district
attorney in El Paso, said an intensive
search last week of the homes of the
sister and parents .of Richard
Ramirez, 25, charged with two murders and seven felonies in California, did not turn up any eyes or other
body parts.
Los Angeles Sheriff's Detective
Sgt. Robert Perry, in an affidavit
filed with El Paso County Court-atLaw Judge John Fashing, said "one
victim's eyes were cut out. They
also may have been mailed to the
listed addresses.''
Moody said he ;~ssisted officers
from California in a search of the
central El Paso home of Ramirez's
sister, Rosa Flores, where more than
300 items were confiscated, allegedly because they were taken from victims of the mass murderer dubbed
the Night Stalker. He said the search
for the eyes continues.
California police authorities say

they believe Ramirez is the Night
Stalker, responsible for at least 14
murders in that state.
, Court records showed there was
no evidence turned up at the El Paso
home of the suspect's parents, Julian
and Mercedes Ramirez.
Moody said the pair of eyes was
the only human remains California
authorities were searching for in El
Paso.
The affidavit, filed by Perry to
obtain search warrants, said the
California officers were also searching for handguns, knives, doubleedged daggers, carpet knives, handcuffs, binoculars and ammunition
that might have been ·used in the
killings and assaults in California.
In addition, police are also searching for clothing that might have
been splattered with blood during
the crimes, satanic material or literature, items used in satanic worship,
written memoranda about the
whereabouts of the suspects and any
of the belongings of the victims.
Perry, in seeking the search warrants, said serial-type killers "have
a high propensity to record their ac·
lions in writing, by photography,

will be served
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Bring down the cost
of your education.

The Zenith Z·138
Transportable PC

The Zenith Z-148 PC

Now save up to44% on one of
.these exciting Zenith PC's!
Just purchase a new Zenith Z-148 PC or
Transportable Z-138 PC today at our special
low student prices ... and bring the cost of
your education down. Way down.
Our low-cost, IBM PC®-compatible Z-148
PC comes in a dual drive model that offers
256K ofRAM-upgradable to 640K·ofRAM
without additional expansion cards. Plus
720K of disk storage. The ability to support
most peripherals right out of the box. And
the industry standardMS-DOS operating
systern-the one most used in the business
world today. So now you can run virtually all
IBM PC software-and do it up to 60% faster
than the IBM PC -at a fraction ofits cost!
For computer power to go, try the
Transportable Z·138 PC. Light enough to
carry almost anywhere, the Z-138 PC offers
rnany of the same features ofthe Z-148 PC.
Plus it comes equipped with its own built-in
CRT display and carrying handle.
So call or visit your campus contact today,
and save a bundle on your very own Zenith
PC-the personal computer you can use now
and in your future career. You may never
find a smarter way to bring down the cost of
your education!

©1985, Zenith Data Systems

_ _

. .

$850.00

$999.00

Suggested Retail Price $1499•.00

Suggested Retail Price $1699.00

Zenith Dual Drive
Z-148PC
Special Student Price

Zenith Dual Drive
Z·138PC
Special Student Price

$999.00

$1149.00

Suggested Retail Price $1799.00

Suggested Retail Price $1999.00

_

_

_
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New England
Ranked Top
Income Earner
WASHINGTON - New England residents had the biggest incomes in J984 as the Northeast benefitted from the success of high- ·
tech and service businesses and the
Sun Belt remained mired in oil problems, government economists say.
The New England states recorded
a per capita personal income of
$14,42llast year, $1,632 above the
national average of $12,789, the
Bureau of Economic Analysis said
Tuesday.
It was the second year of leadership for New England's six states.
Income for all states increased 9.4
percent in I 984 compared to 5. 2 percent in 1984. The latest year's improvement still amounted to 6.2 percent after the effects of inflation
were subtracted.
Every state except Alaska recorded increases beyond the inflation rate last year.
But while seeing almost no
change from 1983, Alaska's oilsupported income was still the highest of any state, $17,487.
The second-highest state was
Connecticut, at $16,556. The next
highest-paid region of the United
States, with a $14,007 per-capita
annual income, was the Far West,
which last led the nation in 1982. It
includes California, Nevada, Oregon and Washington.
In third place was the Mideast region, from New York and Pennsylvania to the District of Columbia.
Were the district a state, it would
have ranked second in income, at
$17,113.
The other five regions were
slightly below the national average,
with the Great Lakes fourth at
$12,740, the Plains states fifth, the
Southwest sixth, the Rocky Mountain states seventh and the Southeast
eighth.
The Southeast includes Mississippi, perennially last on the income
list. In 1984 the per capita income in
Mississippi was just $8,777, $4,012 below the national average.
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I Two slices of piuo and
I o lg. soft drink 52.25

Special Student Prices

ZVM·122AI123A 12"
Diagonal Non-Glare
Amber or Green

$92.50/$89.50

ZVM-13313" Diag(}nal
SO-Character with High
Resolution Display

Special Student Price
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For more information on our Zenith PC's and
our Special Student Pticesj call or visit the
campus contact listed below:
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Ron Kay, project engineer for the SUB Theater, stands before the newly renovated theater.
The. $19,000 renovation includes a new screen, a redecorated interior, and the replacement of
20-year-old speakers. The SUB Theater is now open for business.

SUB Renovations 'Already Underway'.
By Juliette Torrez

'I

Plans for the renovation of the stu·
dent lounge in the Student Union
Building will include permanent display tables for clubs and organizations and new furniture.
Cliff Holt, director of the New
Mexico Union at the University of
New Mexico, said Friday that the
SUB student lounge will undergo a
number of changes, some of which
include replacing the rounded wood
benches with sofas and chairs.
"That (replacing the furniture) is
already underway,'' said Holt.
"That is past history as far as I am
concerned.''
Holt stated in a memo that the
primary design objectives of the renovations are:
• To create a focal welcoming
statement to the Union;
• To harmoniously blend the designto the master plan as developed
by Kaneko, Metzgar and Ashcraft
Design and Clevenger Associates;

March Against·
Apartheid in
South Africa
Saturday, Sept. 14
11 am
Starting point UNM
on Central across
from the Frontier
sponsered by
Afro Studies, NAACP & others

....._

• To create an atmosphere that encourages many uses of the area, such
as conversation areas, art viewing,
reading and relaxation;

such as the seating and reading area
are going to need a variety of types
of lighting," said Kaneko, "We'll
incorporate the tables to act as a divider, with seating already built in."
• To meet the needs for club/orgaOther areas that may undergo renization display table spaces;
novation include the information
• To create a mini-exhibit space to center near the Sidewalk Cafe and
allow for program activities/exhibi- the posting and display areas near
tions. Space to have special lighting, the student activities office.
sound system, overhead display
"It's (the information center) an
mirrors, a hard surface floor and
extremely good communication
electrical and water outlets;
piece for what's going on around
•
And to create a staging area for campus," said Karen Abraham,
catering to the ballrooms.
assoc.iate dean of students.
Holt said the total budget for the
Abraham also suggested the cenlounge renovations would amount to ter be used as a lost and found loca·
$95,000.
tion. "Right now there are six different places in the building (for lost
Other plans include building
and found)," she said.
pellllanent tables on the perimeter of
the lounge for clubs and organizaOther suggestions for the renovations for display purposes. Brian tion include display cases with art
Kaneko, of Kaneko, Metzgar and pieces inside located throughout the
Ashcraft Design, will be primarily building, a master calendar located
responsible for the new design of the at the information center and more
SUB. "Certainly the outer portion graphics for restrooms and galleries.

AVIATION INTELLIGENCE
The Navy has openings for Aviation Intelligence Officers. No
experience necessary. Extensive 8 months training includes
photo interpretation, analysis of foreign capabilities, recognition of foreign equipment, maintaining information analysis
plots, and tactical briefings. BS/BA degree. May apply 12
months prior to graduation. US citizens. Able to obtain the
Navy's highest intelligence clearance. Up to $32,500 in four
years. Excellent benefits.
Contact 1-800·354·9627.

presents

Dr. Tom Farer
President of the University

"LIBERALISM AND CONSERVATISM:
ONE MAN'S OSCILLATIQNS"
Wednesday, Sept. 11
·12 noon
UNM Sub, Room 250 C·E
The "LAST LECTURES" are a seri~s In which prominent University far•.,ty and staff will
be talking as if they ware giving the Last Lectures of their life. r;rlng your lunch!
sponsored by
LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

Levi's
SHRINK TO FIT

501 Blues

1699
:Wrangler
JEANS

1699
Open Sundays

lobo men's shop
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Computer Super Stores
1660 Eubank, NE
293-5370
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THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
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Ask about our special monitor/software packages!
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New Mexico

GUITAR LESSONS

Suggested Retail Price $140.00
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Lobo Display Ads
Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bar·
gain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
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You can also save up to 40% on the famous
video quality of a Zenith Monitor!
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Zenith Single Drive
Z·138PC
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Zenith Single Drive
Z-148PC
Special Student Price
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video tape or tape recording,"
The Los Angele~ detective said in
the affidavit that two informants,
Donna Myers and Armando Rodriguez, both formerly El Pasoans, testified Rami.rez had stolen jewelry.
Myers said he sent stolen jewelry to
his sister in El Paso, Perry said.

Greg K.oury suggested building a
SUB would be "the best thing they
could do" to improve the feeling of
isolation. Maletta s11id smaller gestures, such as more publicity and
notices also being posted on North
Campus, would help.
These students, who are into the
"nitty gritty" of stt1dy, illness and
crisis, are only asking for a little
recognition and to be treated as students, M.-letta added.
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Fon•HL~----------------~--~-----Student Activism Reborn
The political climate on campus
has changed since this time last year.
Newcomers don't realize the difference, but those of us who were frustrated and frightened by the conscrvutism and I or apathy displayed
during the national elections last
year now perceive a potential for
real change -- mnnifestcd in students' concern for their future and
the future of society.
·
Last spring, nationwide protests
agninst apartheid emanated mainly
from college campuses- including
UNM. We were very fortunate that
the administrators of this University
p;1id attention to those protests earlyon and avoided bigger conl'rontations and grcmer disruptions of the

-Letter8McCarthy-era
Rules Threaten
Free Speech

By Maria DeVarenne
University of New Mexico President Torn Farer will
lecture on "Liberalism and Conservatism: One Man's
Oscillations," today at noon in the Student Union
Building, Room 250C.
Parer's lecture ispart ofthe Last Lecture Series. The
series, in which prominent University faculty and staff
ta.lk as if they were giving the las( lecture of their life is
sponsored by United Campus Ministries Luthe;an
Campus Ministries, Episcopal Campus Mi~istries, the
Newman Center and the Student Activitie~ Center.

University's academic mission this
fall.
The administmtion also did students a favor by voting to divest
from South Africa - it gave students, once again, a sense that their
voices are heard, and that they can
have an impact on society by getting
!!ctivcly involved. This action by tho
administration contributed greatly to
students' education.
Sensing their new-found power,
students are now set to tackle more
of society's problems. U.S. policy
in Central America, Reagan's fan·
tastic "Star Wars" dreams and
associated federal funds to univcrsi·
ties for research and development
thereof, and principles of freedom of
speech (as in Professor Margaret
Randall's immigration battle), are
likely targets in the next round of
student activism. It's a lesson in social responsibility.

Mark Rutledge, United Campus Ministries director,
said this is the first time a university president has
lectured during the series, which is in its fiflh season.
Rutledge said six lectures arc presented each semester.
Rutledge said the series does not present "standard
lectures." He said speakers are encouraged to speak
from the heart, ''as ifit is their last lecture.'' He said the
focus should be on "what ought to be, not what it really
is" - a vision of what is po~sible.
The leetl!re i~ open to the public. Rutledge said he
expects a standing-room-only crowd.

Colin Kavanagh DO and Sandra Kavanagh CNM
Announce the Opening of Their Practice

FAMILY MEDICINE AND
MIDWIFERY ASSOC/A TE.Y, P. C.
"HEALTH CARE FOR THE.
FAMILY"
7117 Prospect PI N.E. (505)1:!81-9364
Albuquerque, NM 87110
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY SEPT.15, 19851·4 pm.
FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS, DIABETES
SCREENING,
& BALLOONS FOR THE CHILDREN

Choosing a long
company is a lot Dke choosing
a roommate.

J.S.

• (9ommentaQ1

Editor:
I was gratified to see the Daily
Lobo present Margaret Randall's
case to the UNM community. It
appears that the INS, on the
basis ofthe ideological exclusion
provi!iions of the McCarran-·
Walter Act, may refuse to grant
Margaret's application for
permanent resident status. Such
an outcome would not merely
violate the right of an internationally respected scholar and
writer to freely express herselfin
print; it would undermine the
academic freedom of us all.
When McCarthy-era legislation
can be marshalled to punish one
intellectual for speaking out
against political repression in
Latin America and elsewhere,
one has reason to question the
security of his or her own freedom of expression. If this situa•
tion disturbs you, as it does me,
you can take a stand on behalf of
Margaretandthevalues her case
represents by writing to:
Alan C. Nelson, Commissioner
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Room 7100 Chester Arthur
Building
425 Eye Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20536

View From the Bottom -

Fractionated Grading
conduct surveys? God save us from the committee formers. And take
note: at the same meeting that saw the passage of the fractionated
grading, the Senate also considered a half dozen proposals establishing or expanding various programs, mostly at branch campuses.
All of these involved serious amounts of money, yet they were all
passed unanimously and with virtually no discussion. No one seems
to be concerned about undue haste in their case.
Ms. Shane, my opinion of whose intellect I refrain from giving,
complains that the proposal provides no scale of numbers. Well, I
guess the Senate made a mistake, because we decided that figuring
out a number scale was so trivial and easy that anyone could do it.
Here's one that fits wi.th the old system. A 4, A-minus 3.67, Bplus 3.33, B 3, B-minus 2.67, C-plus 2.33, C 2, C-minus 1.67, Dplus 1.33, D 1, D·minus 0.67. And perhaps 4.33 for an A·plus.
I must especially respond to the comments of the Registrar, William Haid, who called the Senate's action "irresponsible." Where the
hell does he get off? I have had a Jot of nasty things to say about the
Faculty Senate, but it is the elected representative body of the faculty,
empowered to decide academic issues such as grading policies.
Voting according to the rules of the Senate, a majority decided in
favor of fractionated grading. Mr. Haid is a typical bureaucratic type,
who feels that any action not preceded by years of study and
thousands of dollars is irresponsible. And he is undoubtedly unhappy
that his office will have to rewrite all those programs, which in fact
some of my students have said they could probably do on their home
computers.
Finally, the general faculty, whether through supportofthe proposal or simple apathy, has confirmed the Senate's decision by not
attending the meeting called to reconsider it. The petition for that
special meeting was started by Zeilik, whose qualifications and talent
are above challenge, but isn't it interesting thatfully halfthe "faculty"
who signed it Were from the library and the College of Education. Why
is it that the people least concerned with teaching are the most pious
and pompous about it?

By Richard Berthold

I cannot understand this wild reaction to fractionated grading, this
feeling that I have single-handedly fooled the University into accepting some heinous new idea. Fractionated grading is, in fact, a very
traditional practice and is used at the two schools I attended, Stanford
and Cornell. Neitherofthem seems to be suffering very much for their
use of this system.
If we are to have grades at all, it behooves us to make the system as
refined as possible and practical. The addition of plus and minus is
simple and turns five possible grades into thirteen without abandon·
ing the familiar letter system. Now, Prof. Zeilik argues that he can't
make a valid distinction of a third of a grade, so we are just adding
error to the system. Well, most faculty I have spoken with, including a
lot of scientists, believe we can make that distinction. And even if one
could not, consider the problem of averaging. Suppose at the end of
the semester you have, as I do in my Western Civ., nine grades for
each student. Student No. 1 has five B's and four C's; student No. 2
has five B's and four A's. There is clearly a difference in performance
here, and I think it is more fair to give the first student a B-minus and
the second a B-plus than to give both a B.
Of course, as Richmond's editorial pointed out, this means you can
now get a C-minus. One would have thought this was obvious, but it
also means that you can get a C-plus. The whole point is to make the
grade a more accurate reflection of the student's performance. And if
this means your average drops and you Jose financial aid, well, tough
shit. Try working harder. If you can't maintain a C average at UNM,
you should seriously consider some other way to spend your time.
There seems to be some misunderstanding about how the proposal was passed. I submitted it in December, and the Admissions and
Registration Committee then sat on it for almost. halt a year until I
complained. I actually gave up, but at the May meeting Sy Alpert of
Physics moved to suspend the rules and there was enough anger in
the Senate that the motion carried. The Senate then voted in favor of
Susan B. Tiano the grading proposal. That's how I "ramroded" it through.
Surely a half a year is enough time for intelligent people to decide
Assistant Professor
Sociology on this proposal. Is it so arcane that we need to call in expert help and Berthold is an assistant professor of history at UNM.
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Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance; with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may var~
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
yo~'re into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thmg everyone can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone~

ATaT

The right choice.
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Probably not. Stanley H.
Kpplan has helped over 1 mU·
lion students prepare for their
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even i
you're fresh out of coUege,
call. Why take a chance iPlil':'

~PL~N!
' 1TAI ~11

YH KAPlAN EDUCATIONAl CfNTfR lTD

The worlds leading
test prep organization.
25% OfF Tuition

Now thru Sept. 20tl1
Atl Graduate Classes
Admissions Review
Call: 265-2524
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Robert V~!nturi is on~ of six
"post-modernist" ~rchitccts featured in 1:1eytm4 Utopia: Chang-

Venturi's New Vision of Architecture

ing At.tiludes r'n American
Architectllre, to be screened

I N H I B I T 5 .•.

~

•.• ..... MOOEIZN SCIENCE. S~IN CA~E.:;that' Ul~rts/.. ........ .
Order your 90day supply now!

[ l t bottle only 9il7.95 + $2 shipping/handling
[ ] additional bottles,® 9i15.00
L Enclosed is 9i:..__ _ __
Name.______________________~------------
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Address~--------------------------------10-15 days
delivery
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TONIGHT ADMISSION IS FREE

ChanJinJ Attitudes
In Amerlc•n Architecture
Tonight 7:15
"ONE OF THE GRANDEST,
MOST BEAUTIFUL
ADVENTURE MOVIES
IN YEARS!"

UA

Vuuent Canby; New Yolk flmes

By Carmella Padilla
It is hard to imagine where the
world would be today if it were not
for those who venture into new areas
of thought despite social criticism.
Columbus was ridiculed, but his discoveries changed the course of history; Elvis was considered amoral,
but music would never be the same.
And in keeping with the spirit of
nonconformity, Robert Venturi has
brought new life to 20th century
architecture.
Venturi, a leading American
architect and theorist, is best known
for his rebellion against the Intema•
tiona! style of architecture ~ consi·
dered gospel by early 20th century
architects. In doing so he disre·
garded the then traditional practice
of building in a "clean" and "pure"
manner without ornamentation. He
favored an architectural style that responds to the history, environment
and lifestyle of contemporary Amer·
ica, and allows ornamentation if
necessary.
The University Art Museum is
currently displaying "Venturi,
Rauch and Brown! A Generation of
Architecture." The exhibit features
original drawings, plans and photographs of more than 30 projects by
the Philadelphia architectural firm
of Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown
from 1964 io the present. The firm
has recently been awarded the 1985
American Institute of Architects'

Architectural Firm Award .
Susan Nunemaker, program coordinator at the museum, said that the
exhibit is representative not only of
Vcntl,lri's own style, but of new
ideas and methods emerging in
architecture today based on his influence.
"Venturi has had a big influence
on new architects, especially students," she said. "He has brought a
new vision to architecture."
In 1966 Venturi shocked the
architectural community with his
book, "Complexity and Contradiction,'' in which he argued for ''messy vitality over obvious unity.'' To
staunch Internationalists, such a
statement denied uniformity in
architecture and supported a "messy" architectural style. But Christopher Mead, a UNM architectural
historian, said Venturi's statement
has been misinterpreted by the Inter·
nationalists.
"The reality of things is usually
messy - climates change, people
change," Mead said. "Venturi
accepts this messy vitality and asks
'How can l build coherence and not
just architecture?'"
The reaction to "Complexity and
Contradiction" was bad, but the response to Venturi's second book,
"Learning From Las Vegas;'' published in 1972, was worse. In it, he
examined the strip in Las Vegas,
Nev., with its neon signs, billboards, endless tra(fic and extensive

stunning
film ••• "
-Re• Reed

MGM presents

A::::::{:.:;.

AFtlm by PIERRE

~6~btN5iftRfieif .

OiSitibuicd by NICOL~ JOUVE iNTERAMA

Jack Nicholson
Maria Schneider
Antonioni's
"Thelbssenger"
R8/ft85ed thru

United APIIsts Melrocolor

Thur 7:15
Fri 7:15, 9:30

ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE

277-5808

®J

Sat 7:15, 9:30

VILLAGE·C.OLOP-"DO

Sketch by Robert Venturi

Ci ty.____________ State.____ Zip:___ _ __
Mail/payable to: HI TECH Products Corp.
P.D.Box. 36437. Albq .. NM. 87176-6437

Riding Class Offers Fun
By David Gomez

Wednesday at 7;.15 p.m. in the
SUB Theater. Admission is free.
The Film will be the first in the
Wednesday Night Documentary
Film Series.
Venturi and his wife, Denise
ScottBrcwn, along with Michael
Graves, Frank Gel)ry, Peter
Eisenman and Philip Johnson,
will discuss their achievments
and their views on the future of
American architecture.

ACNE. PIMPLES. DERMATITIS.
HERPF-S. PSORIASIS. WARTS. DANDRUFF.
FLAKING. ITCHING!
Proven effective on all problem skin. contains
nothing harmful to skin. leaves it soft. smooth.
KILLS BACTERIA ON CONTACT.

II, 1985

~SP-orts

Architecture_Film
with the LSAT, GMAT Features Venturi
GRE,or MCAI?

Septemh~r

In Commemoration of the
3rd Annlversarv 01 the
Sabra and Shatila Massacres

ISRAEL SHAHAK
Speaking On the Israel-Palestine Conflict
BACKGROUND: World War II concentration camp survivor.
Professor at Hebrew University In Jerusalem;
chairman or Israeli League of Human and Civil Rights:
author of three books;
expert on Israeli arms sales to south Africa and Latin America.

Wednesday, September 11
UNM, Woodward Hall 101
8:00P.M.
FREE AbMISSlON!IIl

commercialism. He applied to it his
theory of Contextualism: the consideration of history, regionalism and
even commercialism in a particular
city when designing a building for
that area.
Venturi wasn't advocating the
architectural design of the strip,
Mead said. "Instead he was learning
how to incorporate all aspects of
it - signs, cars, landscape and
all - into buildings that would fit
into this environment." Venturi was
again asking the question, "Is not
Main Street almost all right?"
"Main Street is what people in an
area built for themselves,'' Mead
said. "Tiaey're usually not trying to
build art, but trying to express their
cultural point of view at a certain
time. It is the architect's responsibility to form composite unity, almost
like a mosaic."
Mead also points out that Venturi's philosophy of Contextualism is
"very pertinent" to architects designing in New Mexico. The result,
he said, is a juxtaposition of traditional and modem clements.
"An architect in New Mexico has
to deal with both Route .66 and the
Spanish and pueblo traditions," he
said. "Otherwise, we are only having one part of New Mexico
shown.''
Mead will be conducting a public
symposium, "The Architecture of
Robert Venturi: The Form of an
Idea," on Oct. 1 I from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Wool Warehouse, First
and Roma. Street in Albuquerque.
He hopes to present Venturi as an
architect first and a theorist last be~ause he feels. that people have
JUdged Venturi through the theories
presented in his books, and not
through his capabilities as an
architect.
''Venturi is ali architect, which
means that theories don 'I come before, but after, his work. The point
of the symposium is not to say that
Venturi isgreatorbad, butjusttosee
what he is doing in architecture. Too
much attention has been paid to what
hewroteand not to what he's done,"
Mead said.
The University Art Museum is in
'the Fine Arts Center. The exhibit
tuns through OcL 27, and admission
fs free .. For more information, call
27H967.

University of New Mexico students sign up for the horseb.ack riding class for a variety .of reasons.
Some are former exhibitors experienced in arena competition who
want to retain their skills, while
others hope to overcome their fear of
horses.
Class member Barbara Menendez, who received. her nursing degree from UNM, said she was
thrown from her horse the last time
she went riding, but is going to stick
with the sport,
''All my friends ride and I feel left
out when they're doing something
they enjoy. It seems silly to be afraid
of something so big,'' said
Menendez.
Another reason cited for taking
the class was economics. Regina
Jenner said the class was less expensive and less time consuming than
traveling to a friend's ranch near
Truchas to ride,
Los Amigos Stables' co-owner
' Dusty Nessbaum estimated that for
someone to get into horseback riding, it would cost about $1,500 for a
"decent" horse broken to ride and
tack and saddle. Boarding fees at a
stable for horses currently run
around $150 11 month, he said.
Nessbaum's partner, Montana
cowboy Jay Shipley, said the class is
a "basic horse-riding class, taught
as if no one has rode before," but the
class would be split into two groups
if more advanced riders felt the
course was moving too slowly.''
"I'm from the old school of
horseback riding," said Shipley.
"My old gramps would reach over
with his whip and slap my hands if I
held on to the saddle horn. I grew up
breaking horses." A rodeo rider for

12 years, he wears a belt buckle from
a contest in 1968 in wl1ich he rode
seven times in one day.
''That day was more work than
fun," he recalls.
In the class, students will be
taught the basics of horsemanship,
including bridling, leading, grooming, inspecting and riding the horse.
A two-andca-half hour trail ride will
be a. part of every class session at the
stables.
Monday's class session included
a demonstration of precision reining
by trai ncr Pat Chowning riding
Doc's Blue, winner of a local cutting
horse competition the previous day
in which horses were tested on their
ability to "cut" an individual cow
from a large herd.
Veterinary medicine and other
topics will be covered by future
guest speakers.
Nessbaum said guest speakers are
helpful because they sh(lW students
the "finished product" of intensive
training by a professional.
He said- the stables hope to offer
more riding classes to UNM students in the future. In the works are
intermediate and advanced offerings
plus a horsemanship class, wbich
·"would offer the student the chance
to specialize," said Nessbaum. The
course would be primarily for the
potential horse owner or one who
works with horses as a career.
The instructors clearly enjoy their
work. Classes are conducted with an
air of humor with former UNM student Linda Misenheimer's laughter
likely to be heard at any time. A rider
since she was 8 years old, she said
she enjoys working at the stables
more than secretarial work, which
she did before coming to Los Amigas five months ago.

ZIA COMPUTERS

Fun is what it's all about. A student in physical education 181, horseback riding, enjoyed her
. class Monday at Los Amigos Stables on Tramway Road. The stables hope to offer additional
riding classes in the future.
Los Amigos Stables are 20 minutes away from the UNM campus
on Tramway Road west ofl-25, Besides providing instruction for the
UNM classes, the stable rents horses
to ride over its trail system on 300
tree-shaded acres adjoining the Sandia Pueblo Reservation near the Rio
Grande.
The class (course No. 181) is
being offered through the physical
education department for a $55 fee.

+ ..

AVIATION CAREERS
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The Navy has openings in the most exciting and challenging job in the world- NAVY PILOT. If you qualify,
we can guarantee training in jet, prop and helicopter
flighl school. All types of majors will be considered for
this program. Starting salary is $22,500 up to $35,000 in
four years. Must have 20/20 vision. Call 1-800-3549627 for information.
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THESE PRODUCTS DY:
SANYO • VERBATIM • EPSON
KAYPRO • C.ITOH
•ARDMORE
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the rush and come by to ask about these great
deals on equipment, supplies, ond accessories.
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Bike Pack
Ideal for bicycling. 8 oz.
urethane-coated Packcloth.
Half moon coil zipper. Waist
belt. Assorted Colors.
Weight: 8 oz.
Capacity: 1075 cu. in
Reg.$17.50

NOW $12.00

I

I1 input
ASUNM Speakers Com1nittee is looking for student I
in deciding this year's speaking events. Please I
1 select one or more of the following and return this I
I questionnaire to the I1~forma~ion Booth in the New I
I
Mex1co Un1on.
1
I
I
I1 D0 Education
Politics
D Media
1
0 Issues in NM
I
1

I
I
I
I

II

0

0
D
D

Entertainment
World Issues
Economics
Sciences

0

D
0
D

Civil Rights
Women's Issues
Sports
Other

1
1

I
I
1
I
If you have any questions or suggestions, please con- I

I

tact Donald Gallegos, chairman, at 277-6435.

THANK YOU

I

I

--------~-------~---------~
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Las Noticias
Rt:MINI!EII: TIIAILQI.It,ZF.I{'5 IIM.fl Tonlte
- Caii27M808.
9/11
1\.LI. l.ATIN AMF.IUCAN Studi;s majors and
minors Wtd., Sept. l J, 12:00 noon Open House at
1 atin American hll!ilute followed ~y SOl-AS
meeting. I' or morelufornllttlon call277·2?61. ?Ill
KOIUII/1.1,1. MEf.TS TONIGHT nt 7:~0 at Carlisle
(iym. f'veryone !hould Korf nt least once in their
hftitll<9/ll
NATl'VI\ AM IIIII CANS Nt:f.U Information abom
fltlanchll uid? Or nbolll Nalive American d11bs? Sec
uur Navajo Club table today In SUII, 10 a.m. 2 p.m.
911.1
~n~<' TUUII~DI\.Y, SEI'TilMIIER 12, 6:00 p.m.
'i!JII Room231 Mdl. First meeting of the ye~r. H<I!J
Dr. Rulh Lucka1son speak on the topic of llaby Doe,
9/12
l'.t:.c. IS -I.OOKING for noontime entert~lncrs. If
yuu have a lttlcnt and like to perform, call P.E,C. m
277-~WZ
9/13
y()i: ('AN IIAVEinputonstudent ls<uesl Flnn.oclnl
•id. tuit10n level!,'fltleXX child crlfe and faculty and
'tuff salnric5, llecome A member of the ASUNM
l ubl1y ( 'ommiltee. l'irit meellng Thursdoy,. Sept em her 12, 4:30p.m., S~ifc 242 SUD. All interested
ltllllent\ wclc<lme o"all277-S528.
9112
iu:.o. Wll.l. MEF.'J' on Wcdn.,day, September II
1111 p.m. ill the Goo logy Building, /loom 122. 9/11
n;XT: RECUAR'fEIUNG/Clli\IITEI{ING all
<rudcnt orgunirationl! Deadline: Wednesday,
~optcmber 18, ~ p.m. flt Student 1\ctivlties Center.
Room 106, NM limon. ('all .277-4706 for more infnrtllRiion.
9/J 8
llO Ymi Nt:f;u mare money? Then look for g_rcal
111 the Daily l.obo Fall Coupon Douanw.
Monday, September 16.
9/16
/.n;N ANO WOMt:N uf lJNM. We are currently
''ekmK hunkl ~nd htmkctm for photos to I>~
publi•he<l In upcoming UNM calendnrs. 1f you
<Jitnlify as ll truly foxy person,
1·5696 days, or 7·
R779 e>e•. nn<!a1k lor Pnulu or Joe.
9113
Dl\ll.Y 1.0110 NEWS."flP hotlitle. 277-7$27. 9/JO
NnY WOMEN'S socct:n team forming, Cfly
!.t1gue I'•tnblished teams also need players, Plen.1e
ktcptrying26~·1470.
9/ll
(·urn •:n:Nn ME~:TING7 LIIS Noticl_as is the
place for you. Only 10 cents per word per Issue for
ltNM depnflments and organi7.atlon!.
tfn
~:30

'"''"$'

••II

Personals
SI'E II,OVF. youPookle Bear.
9/11
TO A t'\'RlOUS Michael. Sorry but 1 don't play
9111

KIM, YOU'll!; Tilt: quintessential friend! We miss
you! Love Vince and Carrie.
9/1 I
JI,J,U,; 'I'Oll'llf. JIEI\LLY terrific, SJR.
9/11
7.ETA.
9111
1\IICIIAEL, JI.IY Llt'E is so incomplete W/o your
tesponse ..Please respond. I really want to meet you
butlUn too shy to come up to you.
9/11
SO 11. no you maybe wnnnn go out on lhe26 to see a
concert or ~ometlling. If you do I got ticket• to the
Uoss in {'A.
9/ll
l'Alll., UlOKING t'ORWARD to spending lhe
night together oh Oct. 4, Charlie,
9/11
SEAN FRQM TilE golf team. Let's d11nce again tltls
weekend. Where do I find you? Michele.
9/1.1
SEN)) YOllR MF.SSAGE to .a friend, someone
$pecitt1 or your tllmily, Mli~e contnclln tltetlassifieds
today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before insertion, .131
Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
API'f:AIIING SATURilAY, SEPT. 10th at the Fat
Chance Dar and Grille. THE BLUES MAGICIANS.
Stop on in for a great Dlues evening.
9/JJ
AN EXCITING OLEND of Jauo Blues and Latin
Rhythms. Debblel'ler in concert Saturday, Sept, 14,
8 p.m., Rodey Theatre. Tickets at Full Clrde Books.
2205 Silver, SE, 266-0022.
9/13
DAI.LOON t'IESTA RIDES Weekdays SSO:
weekends $70. 292-0654.
10/07
l'AIITV? l"001l7 CONCER'J? This Is the place for
your cllm!ned• about Resumranu, Parties, Food
Sales, Concerts, et~. "Food/Fun" today),
tfn

Services
l'RIVA.TEGUil'AR INSTRUCfiONS. all style•, all
level!. iony 12-~ p.m.344-9040.
9/11
I'ROFESSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and
r<lioble. Rcsonable rates. Call Karen294-4624. 9/24
CAMERA AND PIIOTOGRAPIIIC repairs al
student affordable prices. Will pickup an<l deliver at
UNM. Call the Pho!O'wooo. 869-:1410.
9/11
QUICI(, ACCURATE TYPING: research paper•
sltheses/ cltssertations/chart~/graphs in my home.
THE OTHER 0Ff'IC!l836-3400.
9130
tYPING, PROOFREADING, EXCELLENT
spelling and grtlmmar. Fast, accurate• Close to UNM.
255·3580.
9/20
SHARP WORDPROCt:SSING WILL improve your
pape•. 265·2302.
9/13
HORSEBACK RilliNG LESSONS Beginners to
Advance. Jeanclte822.847l.
10/04
PO BOX RENTAl-S. Call in service, acccph UPS,
holds mail over· Yatadort, forwards mllil. Totally
anonymous. Personal address•treet, npt ~. ete. 1\lso
tntni·storage warehouse. 884-0711 AAA U Lock-it,
Jill Candelaria NE.
9/13
Ml'RRA V PIIOTOGRAPIIICS SPECIALIZING in
JSmm slide! from artwork, graphics, and other Oat
rcnecti,-e material. Call for inrorrnalion abOut other
services. Prices reasonable. 255-1384.
9/30
Gt-.'TTING MARRIEDt lWO seam!tresses wanting
to sew wedding and. bridesmaids dresses. Cheaper
!hM retail. Any styles. Call29/i.639l ask for Erica or
Esther nighu, .144:071.2 days.
9/ll
TYPIST TERM PAPERS, Resltmes299-B970. 9/JO
WORD PROt'ESSINGSERVICF.!l. 884·7238.
tfn
WORD· PROCl".SSING, OVER 5 ~eats experience.
Highest quality. Dissertations, theses, vapers.
familiar with AI'A and UNM Oraduate School
Formats. 296-3731.
9/30
UrrrtR QUALITY WORll ptoctssirts. SI.~O/pg.
242-5427,
12/16
NEEU 100 OVF.RW•:iGIIT people for herbal weight
toll program. 884-9456.
tfn
TUTORING - 1\tATIIE~fATICS, STATISTICS,
seiertccs. Experienced Ph.D. Rclis~Jnable. 265-7799,
lfn
EXPERIENCED TYPIST UNJVERSITV area. Style
choices. Reasonable. 255·4604.
12116
l:VEGI.ASSI-~~ INTERNATIONAL. SKILLED in
filling sptclaclcs. Contact Lens. liy Dr. R.E. English.
PAY Li'.SS OPTICIANS, $019 Menaul
Nl:. - across rrom l.a hdle' s. 1188-4778.
tfn
A & L WORD PROCESSING _and typing services
2i8· i 076.406 San Mateo Ntl.
trn
STUDY GUITAR AT Marc's Otiitnt Center. Five
d(dicatcd professionnl inmuelots. All styles, all
levels. Calf us at 265·331$. 143 HarvardSI!,
tfn
PAPERWORKS 166--UIB.
tfn
Pt:ltFORMING AllTS STUDIO 2219 Lead AveS!!,
256·1061. Ballet, Jau, Vocalooaching.
tfn

CONT,o\.CT POI.ISUING SOLUTIONS Cajcy
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWashington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ADOUl con•
traception, sterili1.ation, al>ortlon. Right To Choose,
294·0!71.
tfn
PIU:GNANCY 'ft:S'fiNG & counseling. Phone 2479819.
tfn

Typing/Word Processing
I'ROn:SSIONAL TYPING. FAST, accurate and
reliable. Reasonable rates. Call Karen 294-4624. 9124
QIJICK, ACCURATE TYPING: research papers/theses /dissertations/charts/graphs in my home.
THE OTHER OFFICE 836-3400,
9130
TYPING, PROOFREADING, EXCF;LLENT
spelling and grammar. Fast, accurate. Close to UNM.
~~.S-3580,
9120
Sll,o\.RP WORDPROCESSING WILL Improve your
paper. ~65-~302.
9/13
TYPISTTERM PAPERS, Resumes299-8970. 9/30
WORD PROC.:SSING Sf.llVICI\S. 884-7238.
tfn
WO!ID·PROCF.SSING. OVER S years experience.
l·llghcsl quqUty, _dissertations, theses, papers.
Familiar with APJ\ and UNM Graduate School
Formats. 296-3731.
9/30
I ••:TfER QUALITY WORU processing. S.l.~O/pg.
242-5427.
12/16
EXPERII!NCED TYPIST UNIVERSITY area, Style
chokes. Reasonable, 25.5·4~4.
12116
A&L WORil PROCF-~SING and typing services.
228-1076.406 Sao Mateo NE.
tfn
tfn
PAPERWORKS 166·1118.

Housing
SUARE BEAUTIFUL 3 brm with .PhD •tudent.
Washer, fireplace, more, $190 financially responsible
amiable only, 277-ll869; 292-$124, Keep trying. 9/17
v•:nv NICf: J.A.RGE 2 br. Truman and San Mateo.
No children/pets. $305. 299·8543.
9111
SUPER 1.1\.IIGF. ROOM/studio space In family
home available immediately. Sl50/month plus $50
deposit and V. utilities. No peU. Kitchen, living
room, bathroom prlviledges. Call Tues,.Wed. between 6-B p.m.
9/11
SIIA.RE TilE GOOD life. Responsible roommate for
luxury 2 bedroom/2 bath apartment with all
amenities. S23S, ·v, utilities. 5 minutes to UNM. 8881993.
9/19
LUXURY LIVING FOR male students very nice
hoUse. OM mile north of UNM. S20S/month. Call
Kevin 266-5343 o{ leave message,
9/14
ltOQMMAo TE. WA-NTED: NON-smoker for .2
, bedroom hotts~. Sl40 monthly. 412V. Yale SE. Rod
256-1728.
9/16
Ff.MINIST HOUSEMAn; WANTED lmmedhuely.
Share 2V. bed~oom house ncar Old Town. 10 minutes
from University, .Large yard, fireplace, wood floors,
cat/dog. 5175/monlh, 16 utilities, 1st depasit. 2428743: 277·212I or 277o8013.
9/16
ATTRACTIVE OFnCE SPACE In professional
building 2000 sq teet. Ample parking. Walking
distance to UNM at 120 Vassar SE. 292-2052.
9/11
M/F LARGE NE home, furnished. All conviences,
Pool. $17.5 month plus 1\4 utilities. 299-6732, 9/13
HOUSEMATE WANTED. RI\SPONSIIILE. Share
nice NE house, Non-smoker. S2SO/month plus V.
utilities. 821-8231.
9113
Fn•:E ROOM AND partial board In exchange for a
handicap alde, Female only. Need> to drive stick·
shift. Call after 5 p.m. only.242-8288.
9/IJ
PO IIOX RENTALS. Have the same address all thru
college no matter how many times you move. 8840711 AAA ULock•lt Self Storage, 3131 Candelaria
SE. Since 1971.
9/13
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house dose to
UNM. Furnished, uiilliles pald. Caii2SS·9014 after6
p.m.
9/12
AVAILABLE, AFFORDABLE 2-bedroom, un·
furnished, very clean, in 4-ple~. Carpets, drapes,
appliances. No children, no pets. 897-2278 or 265·
90~

w~

IIOUSEMATE WANTED: RESPONSIBLE female
non·smoking sraduate student or faculty member,
Share nice NE house with one other. 3-bdrrn, I~
bath, fireplace, nice ~ard, washer. $250/month plUs
V. utilities. Call 277-6121 weekdays. Robyn.
9/12
NEAR UNMffVI one bedroom efficiency $130.
$190. No pe!s, children, 1410 Central Southeast
manager apartment eight.
9/12
fOR SALE BY owner lovely 3 bedroom brick home
near UNM In Netherwood Patk addition Many
e.tras. Will sell at 5129,000.255-9265.
9120
M/F- LARGE NE Heishts home, all conviences.
5165/month pltis V. lilllitles. 255·1750 after6 p.m.
9111
ROOM FOR RENT immediately. $127 a month plus
116 utllitic.•. females only, non-smoker preferred,
across dirard from IJNM. 268-7160.
tfn
Mi\.DIERA COURT AT 1001 Madiera SE. All
ulilltie5 paid, one bedroom $300, StUdio $260.
laundry room. No children or pets. Call 266-5855
befote6 p.m.
tfn
ALL UTILITIES PAlll. Studio and one-bedroom
apartments, furnished or unfurnished. Laundry
facilities, barbeque areas, swimming pools, close to
UNM. LaRcine Marquerite Apartments.266-S8S5. _
lfn
THE CITADEL! SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every :lO minutes. I bedroom
or effiCiency, SJlO to S3!15. All utilities paid. Delulte
kitchen with dfshwas6er and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adull
couples, no pets, Open Sundays,l520 University Nit
243-2444.
tfn
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NEE. S250tmo., for one peuon, S270/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, Sl7S security depasft. Fully
futnbfted, .!i:curity locks andlaundry facilitie5. No
children or ·pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn

For Sale

Employment

TOWN&CQUN'J!IY TEJ:;.Shlrts .SS.SO at both
locations~ Skate City! Mort1ingsldc 255-4336.
SkateCityll Juan Tabo, 294-6699,
9117
T. V.II&W 19" screen. S2S. Call888-9402,
9/17
BICYCLI\S: CLEARANCE SAI,f. on inertias.
Regularly $169. Now $1:1,9 and 19, 21, 25 inch only.
Mostly black. Puchs $199. R.C, Hallett 300 Yale SE,
268·5697.
9/20
THREE MONTH OLD doberman $25, To good
home. Call 255-4891,
9111
82 KAWASAKI LTD 550. W/cover and 2 )Jelmets,
low mileage, excellent condition. $1500. Must sell.
268-5454.
9/12
111M SE.LF:CTRIC TYPEWRITER excellent con.
ditlo~. Fir~~ $1~0. Call or leave messase. Phil 8770117.
9/17
19~1 SUZ(}XI GS4~0L low mileage, $850. 867-5~93,
evenings.
9/17
1981 .HONDA PASSPO_RT 600 miles 70cc like new.
$450. Phone: 344-3053 .after S;OO p.m.
9/17
SUPER SINGLE WATER bcp. Excellent condition.
SJ2S, Call268·1706,
9/16
1984 Y1\.MAHA VIRA Scooter. 180 o;c. VerY good
condition, Trendy upbeat. $750. Call268.7898 (night)
or277-7482 (day).
9/16
BOOKS:
C.HEMISTRY,
ANTHROPOLOGy,
Dietary. Cheap, Portable washer, works off tap.
Hardly used. $30. 255-3580,
9/13
111M SI>LECfRIC ELITE includes trl•ling, element.
$135. 26H650 P.M.
9/13
KENWOOD AM/t'M STEREO receiver Dolby 140
w~tts. per channel $2()(). Kenwood automatic turntable $75. Pair !lOSE 50.1 speakers SISO. Wood
9/12
cabinetry, Call242-2804.
STUNT JUMPER MOUNTAIN bike 17" excellent
condition. $300.255-6481,
91!1
MENS JO·SPEED Schwinn .yellow Continental,
excellent condition. $70,268-0468.
9/JI
DEMO AND TRADE-In sale, Computer terminals,
modems, printer, Suntec computer. 298-0800. 1323
lll!bank NE.
9/13
BUY SELL TRADE Good used tires wheels custom
stock mounting spin balancing repairs. SPECIAL
PISCOIJNT WITH UNM 10. World Wheels. 2SS6382; 360i Central NE.
9/12
I to SPEED bicycle (Shogun) _and I 10 speed bicycle
(Peugeot) both in good condition, Call 898·1154.
9/12
COLLIE PUPPIES. AKC purebred. 8 weeks old.
Rcasonable277·2914; 867·3428.
~/II
4 YEAR OLD AQHA registered Red Dijn Duckskin
gelded. Gentle lovable fine house for novice. To good
home. Tack optional Buckskin registration pending
277-2858 days. 292·1926,
9/!3

YOU'VE GOT A lot of cla$sl Pnd At McDonald's
you'll work on a scheclule that's tailor made around
your classes. Resular pay Increases, half-priced
meals, !rce uniform. Apply at the McDonald's
Restaurant on Central across from UNM. EOE 883·
8980.
9/20
IJOSTJl.SS NEEDED Pi\.RT•time, Nob Hilt Cafe.
~~oo Central sn.
9/11
R.C. · NEEDED TO work with adolescents with
emotional and/or behavior problems within communily based group hom~ wtin~. Must be 21 and
able to live in 4 to ~ days per Week. supervise and
guide teen In residence, Opportunity to gain experience in l!elping profession. Call Carl petween 2
and 4 p.m. at 842-8275.
9/16
MODEl-S fOR PHOTO artwork nudes 18 yrs plus.
Interview~. Call Photographic Originals. 897.3509.
9/16
TELEMARKETING -POSITIONS. $6.00/hr. If
interested caii26B·S376 evenings,
9/16
TUTOR NEEDEil IN computer sFitmce 253 and
CODAL 237. Please apply at College Enrichment
Program, Mesa_ Vista Hall, Room 3075. Non-work
study.
9/12
NEED MONEY? I.OQKING for ~ few select women
to earn .1 00-200 per week for 15-:ZO hours of work.
Job is shpwing high fashion quality jewelry at fashion
shows In private homes. P!_ck your own hoUrl. For
interview appointments call345-6810 or 822-8477.
9/20
WANTf.D: KEYBOARU PLAYER, immediate
Work. Must sing, travel. Tom 892·8149,
9/13
fREF: ROOM AND partial board in exchange for a
handicap aide. Female only. Needs to drive stick.
shift. Call-after 5 p.m. only. 242-8288.
9/13
CAPO'S IS NOW hiring walt staff. Apply in person
from :M p.m. Part-time, full-time available. 722
Lomas NW.
9/12
FRONTIER RESTAU8ANT 1400 Central SE
Lunch-time cashiers needed. Must be able to work 124. Night shift cashier needed, must be able tO work 4midnight. Apply in person.
9/13
CALL 813-4016 REGARDING work-study opportunity with Parks and Recreation. Ask for Cathy
or JaY.
.9/11
DURGEil KING .AT 1916 Central SE is now hiring
[or all shifts, Interview will be Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday2:J0-5:00 p.m.
Wll
WORK NIGHTS NEED baby sitter week ends, Call
892-1253 anytime,
9/13
MOVIE JOBS!! IN studio or on location. Exciting
career potential All positions, Call (~2) 829-6865,
ext.,6J.
9111
EARN SIS FOR 5 hrs. work/week chaulferlng one
child between daycare and school Mon·Fri, Daily
mileage approx 8 mites. Call 277-1603 or 843-6668.
9112
CHILD CARE - OCCASIONAL evening and after
school, Two cchldren 7 and 10. Reterences. Call
Caroi294-BB66 daytime- Work, 265-9269 home.
9112
PART·TIME SALES-Interior design/retail
SATURDAY's plus 1\'eekday afternoons. Only the
energetic should apply. FABRIC WORKS, Hoff·
mantown Center. 294-8866.
9112

Autos
1979 DATSON 310GX 2 door, ' speed, ~.000 miles.
Original owner. Very clean. S229S. Call 296-4813 or
299·4641.
9/17
1977 UOZ AM/FM, air condillonlng, nice Interior,
very clean. S4100, 265·3178 or 277-3438,
9112
1964 PONTIAC VB fast dependable made to last.
S600 OBO. 344-9847.
9/17
1919 DATSUN 510 air tond. 66000 miles, excellent
for only $2000. Call277-4950 or 888-3121,
9/16
1919 AMC sPIRIT DL excellent condition. $1950.
293-7475.
9/17
1971 PONTIAC VENTURA. $195. Call 266-2307,
Rick.
9/27
'69 VW VAN. Excellent condition, New rebuilt
engine and transmission. New paint. $1800
negotiable. 344-0624,
9/11
1982 CUTLASS SIERRA excellent condition, .like
new. 48,000 miles. Must sell. Dr; lmir 277-0555. 9/13
1978 PLYMOTIIIIORIZEN hitch-back. Nice shape.
$1400, 888·1637.
9/13
1971 MG MIDGET Convertable, Excellent
mechanical, nice Interior, Great mileage. SI7SO. 883·
1306,
9/11
81 VW RABBIT LS S speed. Diesel, AC, sunroof,
AM/FM cassette, 40 mpg, excellent condition. $3700~
2gl-?323.
9/11
1981 CIIEVROLET. V-23. Must sell. Auto., p.s.,
p.b., a.c., am/fm cassette, t-top (silver), Excellent
condition. 884·5123,
tfn
1916 RENAULT LeCA.R. runs good. $400.266-3690.
9/11

cNeed Help?
TUTOPJNG:
Algebra
Moth - - - Calculus
- - Advanced Courses•
Chemistry*
Sciences< Physics*
Oiology•
English •

Languages~ Spanish*

French
• will tutor many courses
AllO telephone tutoring (P.Y.l)
9 yrs. of experience • Ph. D. instructor •
groups or Individuals • flexible hours •
reasonable rates • close proximity ro
UNM

265-7799 ANYTIME

1985-86
Rechartering/Chartering
of Student Organizations
Deadline:
Wednesday, September 1a. 1985
5:00pm
All student organizations rechartering or chartering for the
1985-86 school year who wish to be listed in the "Campus
Guide to Chartered Student Organizations" must turn In their
forms to the Student Activities Center, Room 106, New Mex·
ico Union Building (277·4706) by the deadline. Forms for
"ethartering and chartering are available at the Student
Activities Center.
Call 2'11·4106 for more information.

PART·TIME JOB. Graduate 51udent must be QVer
21. Must be able to work Friday, Saturday nights,
Apply in person. No phone calls. Saveway l.lquor
Store. 5516 Menaul Blvd, NE.
9/13

MONJE VJS.TA RI\STAU8AI'IT 3201 Central has
part-time positions available. Contact Tom 2$$·2424.
9/11
ARTS/THEA-TRE LOVERS! _ NeW Mexico
RepertorY ThC!!tre needs enthus!ajtic, articulate
phone personaliti~s to promote i!s new '*'on. Parttime days/evenings. C.al! Ms. Munson 74~-3626 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. and 7·8 p.m. only!.
9/13
CRUISESHIPS HIRING DATA. Phone (707) 7781066 fordlrectoyy and job information.
9/23
GOVERNMENT JODS. SlS,000-$.50,0QQ/yr
possible. All occupations. Call (805) 687-6000 ext. R9786 to find out how.
9/12

Work-Study
TWO POSITIONS, MUST be work-study approved,
for EMS Academy, School of Medicine. 1. Office
Assistant II for WP, typing, library skills, errands
and .miscellaneous. 2. Laborer/Warehouse Worker
for disinfecting, cleaning, moving, !o"dlng ~nd
deliverY of equipment. NM drivers license necessary.
Will take UNM defensive driving course. Enter data
on micro computer, Contact Glenna, 277-5757. 9/16
STUDENTS -WORK-S'JUDY/nonowork-study jobs
~vailablc at the NM Union Food Service. Apply in
food. service. Apply in food service office room 144
SUB, Call277-2811 if you have any questions. 9/11
CALL 813-4016 REGARDING work·study opportunlty with Parks and Recreation, Ask for Ca:hy
orJay.
9/11
CONFERENCE AIDE FOR Continuing Medical
Education. Must be work-study qualified. Di>crse,
exciting work. Caii27N942 for more information.
9/16

Travel
MAZATLAN COLLEGf. TOURS. 4 days/3 nights. •
$119 flight package. Call277-2336 or 296-1584. 9/13
PURGATORY COLLEGE TOURS. 12/6,7,8. Sl08,
Bus,lodging,lifttlcket, call296-1584.
9/13
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Dally Lqbo.
tfn

Lost&Found
FOUND BRIEfCASE. IDENITFY and ~lalm Room
131 Marron Hall,
9/13
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris op~n$ loc~s
and fits keys, Chris's Indoor Store, li9Vi Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262-2I07,
tfn

Miscellaneous
PERSONAL COl,LEC'QON OF bea_utiCul vintage
clothing, VIctorian through 1940's. Reasonable. CIISh
only. 4t9 Dallas NE; Thurs., Friday, Sunday 10 a.m.4 p.m.
9/13
MODEMS, TERMINAl-S, WORD processors,
assorted computer peripherals another By(e, the USed
computer store, I529 Eubank NE. 292-82!1.
9/20
DO YOU NEEil more money? Thon look for great
savings in the Daily Lobo Fall Coupon Bonanw.
Monday, September 16.
9/16
STYLECUT SID BODVWA.VE $28. First vi sir only,
Villa !-lair Designs. 22!4 Central SW. 255-3279. 9/16
$10 - $360 WEEKLY & UP Mailing circulars! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-ad·
dressed envelope: Dept. AM-7CEG, PO Box 830,
Woodstock,IL60098.
9/20
EYEGLASSI\S. WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedaln
Opticians. -25~-2000. 118 Washington SE.
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Montreal or
Mobile
5 Fjord
10 Large
amount
14 Sheltered
15- Jaw,
Sask.
16 Anemic
17 Muzzle
18 Supine
19 Mine tunnel
20 VIrus disease
22 Clears
24 D.D.E.
25 Parches
27- water
29 Stuff
32 Mourn
33 Wedding
words
34 Wooden
shoe
36 Floats
40 Line
42 Quebec city
44 Additional
45 Property
47 Send money
49 GSA general
50 State: abbr.

52 Stated
54 Body part
58 Dominated
59 Metric unit
60 Of soli: pref.
62 Envoy
65 Equally
671tallan city
69 Shortly
70 Poems
71 To the rear
72 Cooled
73 Siesta
74 French
income
75 Scotch loch
DOWN
1 Agony
2Swan
3 Radio parts
4 Tent
5 Regal
6 Eur. country
7 Diving bird
8 Serfs
9 Rock
10 Health spot
11 Spanish bay
12Similar
13 Dissuade
21 Norms

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

23Stigma
26Weapon
28Side
29 Isinglass
30 Turmoils
31 Swain
35 Track official
37 Hora, e.g.
38 Ash or oak
39Pip
41 Depress
43 Fake
;i6Tissue

48 Story
51 Alms seeker
53 Get back
54 Drudge
55 Wear
56 Honors
57 Dabchick
61- -even
keel
63 Digits
64 Expires
66 Truman
68 Frequent

